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Abstract 
According to the clan decomposition theorem of Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg (1990) each 
labeled 2-structure has a decomposition into three types of basic 2-structures: complete, linear 
and primitive. This decomposition tan be expressed as a node labeled tree, the shape of the 
2-structure. Our main interest is in the uniformly nonprimitive 2-structures, which do not have 
primitive substructures. Every (directed) graph tan be considered as a restricted 2-strncture with 
only two labels (arc, no-arc). It is proved that forbidding primitivity in the 2-strnctures gives 
a unified approach to some well-known classes of graphs, viz., the cographs and the transitive 
vertex series-parallel graphs. 
We also study the parallel complexity of the decomposition of 2-structnres. It is shown that 
there is a LOGCF algorithm, which recognizes the uniformly nonprimitive 2-structures and con- 
structs their shapes. We prove also that for every MS0 (monadic second-Order) definable property 
of 2-structures, there is a LOGCF algorithm to decide whether or not a uniformly nonprimitive 
2-structure has that property. 
1. Introduction 
The graphs of this Paper will be directed without multiple arcs or loops. A (labeled) 
2-structure is an arc-labeled complete graph with finitely many vertices. Although these 
structures are (arc-labeled) graphs, they provide at the same time a natura1 generaliza- 
tion of the theory of graphs, which, among other results, leads to the unification of 
some previously expressed ideas. The formal basis of this generalization is the obvious 
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idea that the presence or absence of an arc between two vertices tan be represented 
by an arc with a label a (arc) or n (no-arc), respectively, thus tuming the graph into 
a complete graph with labeled arcs. 
The basic result in the theory of 2-structures is the Clan decomposition theorem of 
Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [20,21], which is a generalization of the modular decom- 
Position theorem for (undirected and unlabeled) graphs (See Section 2.4). These de- 
composition theorems tan be used in various Problems for graphs and partially ordered 
Sets to reduce the Problem into smaller Problems conceming the component subgraphs. 
As an example we would like to mention the weighted Clique Problem as treated by 
Chvatal [l l] and the minimal tost function Problem for networks, see [33] for this 
and related Problems. We also refer to [9] for other applications of the decomposition 
theorem. 
By the Clan decomposition theorem each 2-structure g tan be uniquely decom- 
posed into substructures induced by the maximal Prime Clans of g, and the quotient 
of g w.r.t. these maximal Prime clans is a special 2-structure, i.e., the quotient is 
either primitive, linear, or complete. (A 2-structure is primitive, if it has no nontrivial 
Clans, and therefore no nontrivial quotients.) This implies that there is, for every 
2-structure g, a unique rooted tree (called the shupe of g) with leaves representing 
the vertices of g and intemal nodes labeled by such special 2-structures. Among 
the three types of special 2-structures, linear and complete are well understood, 
while primitive 2-structures are rather novel and more difficult to understand. 
Hence, a natura1 way to define a simple subclass of 2-structures is to forbid primitive 
2-structures as labels of the intemal nodes in the shapes. In this Paper we shall 
investigate this subclass of 2-structures, i.e., we shall consider 2-structures the shapes 
of which are labeled with linear and complete 2-structures only. The 2-structures with 
this property are called uniformly nonprimitive. Equivalently, they are the 2-structures 
that do not have any primitive substructures with at least three vertices. 
In Section 2 we begin with some preliminaries on graph theory and on 2-structures. 
We then introduce representations of graphs by 2-structures. The clan decomposition 
theorem is explained in Section 2.3 and in Section 2.4 a new simple proof of this 
theorem is given. 
In Section 3 we start the study of the main topic of this Paper, viz. the uniformly 
nonprimitive 2-structures. We give general characterization results for this class. In 
particular, those graphs that are representable by uniformly nonprimitive 2-structures, 
are characterized by forbidden subgraphs. These results generalize results known for 
cographs and transitive VSP graphs. 
In Section 4 we consider the parallel complexity of constructing the shape of a 2- 
structure. We Show that there is a LOGCF algorithm, which recognizes the uniformly 
nonprimitive 2-structures and constructs their shapes. Finally, we prove that if p is 
an MS0 (monadic second-Order) definable property of 2-structures, then there is a 
LOGCF algorithm to decide whether a uniformly nonprimitive 2-structure has property 
p. These results apply in particular to cographs and transitive VSP graphs. 
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2. Decomposition of graphs and 2-structmw 
2.1. Preliminaries on graph theory 
We consider both directed and undirected graphs. Undirected graphs are viewed as a 
special case of directed graphs by interpreting an edge as consisting of an arc together 
with its reverse arc. For this reason, the word “graph” will always mean a directed graph. 
A graph G = (V, E) consists of a finite set V of vertices and of a set E c V x V \ 
{(x,x) 1 x E V} of arcs. Notice that we assume that a graph does not have self-loops, 
i.e., arcs of type (x,x) for a vertex x. 
An unordered pair {x, y} of vertices is an edge of G if the pair (x, y) and its reuerse 
(y,x) are in E, and an ordered pair (x, y) E E is a simple arc if (y,x) $ E for the 
reverse pair. In this fashion the simple arcs and edges of G fotm a partition of E. We 
shall draw the edges of a graph as lines without arrowheads. 
A graph G’ = (V’,E’) is an induced subgraph of G = (V, E) (induced by V’) if 
V’ C V and E’ = E n( V’ x V’). The complement of a graph G is the graph G = (ff,,!?), 
whereI?={(x,y)~VxV~x#y,(x,y)q!E}. 
An undirected graph is a graph having only edges. As usual, an undirected graph 
tan be specified by a pair G = (V,E), where the pairs in E are unordered. Similarly, 
an oriented graph has only simple arcs and hence no edges. 
In general, we will follow the Standard graph theoretical tetminology, as tan be 
found, for instance, in [7] or [27]. We give now a number of definitions in Order 
to establish our basic terminology and notation, and in Order to introduce some less 
Standard notions. 
Let G = (V,E) be a graph. We shall say that G is full if for each pair x, y of 
distinct vertices there is an arc (x, y) or (y,x) in G. Moreover, G is a complete graph 
if there is an edge between any two of its vertices. G is called discrete if there is no 
arc between any two of its vertices. A tournament is a full oriented graph, and it is a 
transitive tournament if there is a linear ordering ( <) of its vertices such that there 
is a (simple) arc (x, y) if and only if x < y. 
An undirected graph P, is a path in G = (V,E) if it consists of n distinct vertices 
xi,x2,. . . ,x, E V and the n - 1 edges {xi,xi+i} E E for i = 1,2,. . . ,n - 1. Similarly, a 
directed path D, is an oriented graph consisting of n distinct vertices xi,xz,. . . ,x, E V 
and the n - 1 arcs (xi,xi+i) E E for i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1. 
A rooted tree is an oriented graph such that there is a unique directed path from 
a special vertex, the root, to every other vertex; moreover, it is ordered if for each 
vertex there is a linear ordering of its direct descendants. 
The transitive closure of a graph G = (V,E) is the smallest graph GT = ( V,ET) 
with E C ET, which is closed under the transitivity condition: (x, y), (y,z) E ET implies 
(x,z) E ET, whenever x # z. A graph G is transitive if it is its own transitive closure. 
In Fig. 1 there are four 4-vertex graphs that are frequently used later on. Notice 
that fi is (isomorphic to) the complement of N, and Pd is self-complemented, i.e., it 
is (isomorphic) to its own complement. 
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Special 4-vertex graphs. 
Complement reducible graphs or cographs are those undirected graphs that do not 
have a path Pd of four vertices as an induced subgraph. An equivalent definition is 
provided by Comeil et al. [ 121. It describes cographs through the following construction 
process. Any Single vertex graph is a cograph, and both the disjoint union of two 
cographs and the complete connection of two cographs are cographs, where the latter 
Operation connects each vertex of the first argument by an edge with each vertex of the 
second argument. An ordered rooted tree representing such a construction process is 
referred to as a construction tree (parse tree or grammatical structure) of the graph. 
In the construction tree an intemal node corresponds to an Operation on the graphs 
represented by its subtrees, and the leaves represent the vertices of the cograph. 
Example 2.1. The graph G in Fig. 2(a) is a cograph. The construction tree for G is 
given in Fig. 2(b). The subgraphs of G induced by the sets Xr = { 1,6}, Xz = {2,3}, 
Xs = {4,5} and X4 = (7) are clearly cographs, the first three of which are obtained 
from the singleton graphs by the operations D, C, and C, respectively (where D Stands 
for disjoint union and C for complete connection). Hence, the subgraph induced by 
Xs = X, U& is a cograph obtained by the Operation D. Similarly, the subgraph induced 
by Xe = X, UX4 is a cograph, and finally G is a cograph obtained from the subgraphs 
induced by Xl and X-j using the Operation C. All this is indicated in the construction 
tree. 
A vertex series-parallel graph or a VSP graph is an acyclic oriented graph whose 
transitive closure has no induced subgraph N from Fig. 1. Clearly, an oriented graph is 
transitive VSP if and only if it is transitive and has no induced subgraph N. Transitive 
VSP graphs at-e called TSP graphs by Valdez et al. [55]. Transitive VSP graphs are 
also equivalently defined through a construction process [ 121. A transitive VSP graph 
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Fig. 2. A Cograph and its construction tree. 
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Fig. 3. A transitive VSP graph. 
tan be constructed from the Single vertex graphs by operations Series and Parallel, 
the former connecting each vertex of the first argument by a simple arc to each vertex 
of the second argument, and the latter performing the disjoint Union of the argument 
graphs. 
Example 2.2. In Fig. 3 there is a transitive VSP graph, and the construction tree of it 
is given in Fig. 2(b), where C Stands now for Series and D for Parallel. 
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Fig. 4. A graph G with its representing 2-structure gG. 
2.2. 2-structures and representations of graphs 
A labeled 2-structure (a 2-structure, for short) is a triple g = (D, A, cp), where D is a 
nonempty finite set called the domain of g and denoted by dem(g), A is a finite set of 
labels and cp : E*(D) -+ A is a labeling tünction. Here Ez(D) = D x D\ {(x,x) 1 x E D} 
is the set of arcs for the set D. The elements of dem(g) are called vertices. 
Since a 2-structure g = (D, A, cp) is completely determined by its labeling tünction, 
we shall identifv g with rp. Hence, in the following a 2-structure will be a function 
g : E2(D) + A. Note, however, that dem(g) = D, not Ez(D). 
An arc (x, y) E Ez(D) is Said to be symmetric in g if g(x, y) = g(y,x). If (x, y) is 
not symmetric then it is called asymmetric. Also, a label b E A is Symmetrie if for all 
(x, y) E Ez(D), g(x, y) = b implies g(y,x) = b. 
A 2-structure h : E2(H) + A’ is a substructure of g : E2(D) + A induced by H, 
denoted subg(H), if H c D and h = SIEZ(H) (g restricted to Ez(H)). 
A graph G = (V,E) will be represented by the 2-structure go : E2(V) + {a,n}, 
where 
SG& Y> = 
a if(x,y)EE 
n otherwise. 
Thus, an arc (x, y) of go is symmetric if and only if either {x, y} is an edge of G 
or both (x, y) and (y,x) are missing fiom E. It is asymmetric if and only if (x, y) or 
(y,x) is a simple arc of G. Note also that the induced subgraphs of G are represented 
by the corresponding substructures of go. 
Example 2.3. The 2-structure gG representing the graph G of Fig. 4(a) is given in 
Fig. 4(b). 
We notice that every 2-structure g with labels A = {a,n} represents a unique graph. 
Moreover, if go has only symmetric arcs, then G has only edges, and in this case G 
is an undirected graph. If, on the other hand, go has only asymmetric arcs, then G is 
a toumament. 
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The above representation of a graph G by the 2-structure go is by no means the only 
one. In the basic Papers [20-241 instead of general 2-structures reversible 2-structures 
are often considered. A 2-structure g : l&(D) -) A is reversible if to each label b E A 
there corresponds a unique label c such that g(x, y) = b implies g(y,x) = c. This pair 
{b,c} is called a feature of the reversible g. Notice that each label of the reversible 
g belongs to a unique feature, and a feature is a singleton set if it consists of one 
symmetric label only. 
A graph G = (V, E) tan be represented by a reversible 2-structure with domain V 
and four labels (a, n), (n,a), (a,a) and (n, n) as follows. The reversible 2-structure gt 
representing G is defined by 
(a,a) if ky) E E,(Y,x) E E, 
SCCX~ Y) = (a,n) if (x,Y) E E,(Y,x) ci E, ha) if (x,Y> 4 E,(Y,x) E E, 
(n,n> if (x,Y) $ E,(Y,x) 6 E. 
The features of g: are {(u,u)}, {(u,n),(n,u)} and {(n,n)}. 
2.3. Clans und decompositions of 2-structures 
A clun of a 2-structure g is a subset X of its domain D such that if z E D \ X, 
then for all x,y E X, g(z,x) = g(z, y) and g(x,z) = g(y,z). Hence a set X is a Clan, if 
no Outsider tan distinguish the vertices of X by labels. For any 2-structure g, the sets 
@,dom(g) and {x} for each x E dem(g) are the trivial Clans. 
We denote by V(g) the set of all Clans of the 2-structure g. 
With respect to clans it makes no differente whether we represent a graph G using 
the 2-structure go or the reversible 2-structure gG. R This was proved in a general form 
in [20, Theorem 4.81. 
Lemma 2.4. For u gruph G, %?(gG) = %?(g$ 
The following lemma gives some basic results on Clans, see [20, Theorem 4.121. For 
sets X and Y, we say that X and Y overlup if X n Y, X \ Y and Y \ X are nonempty. 
Lemma 2.5. Let g be u 2-structure, und X, Y two of its Clans. Then 
(1) Xfl Y is u clun of g, 
(2) if X und Y overlup, then X U Y und X \ Y ure Clans of g. 
Let B. be a partition of D into Clans and denote by [x]a the partition class of g 
that contains x. The quotient of g by W is the 2-structure g/B : E*(B) -+ A with the 
domain 9 such that 
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The following elementary property of Clans, see [20, Lemma 4.111, ensures that the 
quotient g/W is a well defined 2-structure. 
Lemma 2.6. Let X, Y E V(g) be two disjoint Clans of g : EL(D) --+ A. Then there are 
labels b, c E A such that g(x, y) = b and g(y,x) = c for all x E X and y E Y. 
Note that every quotient g/B is isomorphic with a substructure of g, viz. with 
sub,(X), where X is any set of representatives of 93, i.e., X fl Y is a singleton for 
every Y E W. 
The Clans of the quotient g/% are inherited by g in the following sense, see [20, 
Theorem 4.171. 
Lemma 2.7. Let 9 be a partition of dem(g) into Clans of g. Zf _Z is a Clan of the 
quotient g/B?, then lJxE9X is a clan of g, 
A nonempty Clan X E V(g) is Prime if X does not overlap with any Clan of g. 
Hence, X is a Prime Clan, if for each clan Y of g with X II Y # 0, either X c Y or 
Y cx. 
The set of all Prime Clans of g is denoted by 8(g). 
We have easily the following result, see [20, Lemma 4.101. 
Lemma 2.8. For each X E q(g), %?(sub,(X)) C V(g). Further, if X E P(g), then 
p(sub,(X)) Cg(g). 
A Prime clan X of g is maximal if it is a proper clan, i.e., X # dem(g), and for 
any proper Prime Clan Y, X C Y implies X = Y. Let Pmax(g) denote the set of all 
maximal Prime Clans of g. Since every singleton subset of dem(g) is a Prime Clan, the 
maximal Prime Clans form a partition of dem(g) (into Clans). In particular, the quotient 
g/S,(g) is well defined. For a 2-structure g with a singleton domain, we shall make 
the convention that Pm,(g) = {dem(g)}. 
A 2-structure g is called primitive if it has only the trivial Clans, g is called complete 
if for all e,e’ E Ez(D), g(e) = g(e’), and g is called linear if there are two distinct 
labels b, c E A such that the relations <b, cc defined by 
x<bY iff g(x,y)=b, x cc y iff g(x,y) = c 
define two linear orders of the domain dem(g). In this case, <b and <= are said to 
be dual orders of each other (clearly, x <b y if and only if y cc x). Note that a graph 
G is a transitive tournament if and only if go is a linear 2-structure. 
Clearly, if JDI = 2, then g is linear or complete and g is also primitive. However, 
if ID1 23 then these three types of 2-structures are disjoint. 
The following basic results were proved in [20, Theorem 6.1][21, Theorem 4.21. 
Recall from [20] that a 2-structure g is special if the only Prime Clans it has are 
trivial. It is easy to see that linear, complete and primitive 2-structures are special. 
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Proposition 2.9. A 2-structure is special zj” and only lf it is linear, complete, or prim- 
itive. 
Proposition 2.10 (Clan decomposition theorem). Let g be a 2-structure. Then the quo- 
tient g/P,,(g) is linear, or complete, or primitive. 
In the next section (Section 2.4) we shall give new proofs for these results. 
A tree family over a finite nonempty set D is a subset % of the power set 2’ such 
that D E %, 0 $! %, {x} E 9 for every x E D, and no two Sets in % overlap. A 
tree family corresponds naturally to a rooted tree the nodes (rather than “vertices”) of 
which are the elements of 8, the root equals D, the leaves are the singleton Sets, and 
the adjacency is defined by the maximal proper inclusion relation. Clearly, the family 
of Prime Clans of a 2-structure g forms a tree family, the Prime tree famiZy of g. By 
labeling the nodes of the Prime tree family of g, one obtains the shape of g as follows. 
The shape Shape(g) = (%(g),E,a) of a 2-structure g is a node labeled rooted 
tree with nodes X E p(g) that are connected by the maximal inclusion relation, i.e., 
(X, Y) E E if and only if X c Y and X E Z c Y implies X = Z for all Z E Op(g). The 
node X of the shape is labeled by the quotient 
o(X)= subs(X)/~“,,(sub,(X>>. 
By Propositions 2.9 and 2.10, the labels cr(X) of the nodes of Shape(g) are special 
2-structures. We shall say that a node X of Shape(g) is linear, complete, or primitive 
if the quotient a(X) is of this type. Further, by our convention, the leaves of Shape(g) 
are labeled by singletons. A node of Shape(g), which is not a leaf is called an internal 
node of the shape. Notice that by Lemma 2.8 the direct descendants of a node X of 
Shape(g) are the maximal Prime Clans of sub,(X). 
In the graphical presentation of Shape(g) we embed the labeling function o into the 
tree by enclosing the label cr(X) (= h/Pmax(h) for h = sub,(X)) of the node X in a 
rectangle and then drawing a line from a vertex Y of o(X) down to the corresponding 
label (quotient c(Y)) of the node Y of Shape(g). The leaves of Shape(g) are presented 
simply by the vertices of g. 
Example 2.11. Let D = {x,, . . . , XS} and d = { 1,2,3}. Let us define g : El(D) -+ A 
by 
The 2-structure g is reversible. In Fig. 5(a) we have a simplified graphical presentation 
of g (since an arc with label 2 is always the reverse of an arc with label 1, it is not 
drawn; similarly label 3 is symmetric, and no arrowheads are attached to the line). 
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23 
(b) 
Fig. 5. A 2-structure with its shape. 
The clans of g are the trivial clans together with the nontrivial Clans {xi,xz} and 
{xq,xs}. In this case these Clans are also Prime Clans, and the maximal Prime Clans 
of g are {xi,x2}, {xs} and {xq,xs}. The quotient a(D) = g/Pmax(g), as seen in (the 
label of) the topmost node of the shape, is primitive. The quotient a({xi,~}), which 
is isomorphic to sub,({xi,x2}), is linear, cr((x3)) is trivial and o({x~,x~}) is complete; 
all three quotients are also primitive. The shape of g is given in Fig. 5(b). 
The following uniqueness property was proved in [21, Corollary 6.181. 
Proposition 2.12 (Uniqueness of the shape). For any two 2-structures g und h, 
Shape(g) = Shape(h) if and only if g = h. 
In fact, the process of forming a shape tan be converted [21, Lemma 6.161. Given 
a shape S, the unique 2-structure g with S = Shape(g) has the leaves as its domain 
and the label of an arc (x, y) of g tan be determined by following the shape upwards 
from the leaves x and y until the least comrnon ancestor 2 (labeled by the quotient 
o(Z)) is reached. If x reaches 2 in vertex X and y reaches Z in vertex Y of 
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Fig. 6. Tracing the label of the arc (x,y) 
o(Z), then g(x, y) equals the label of the arc connecting X and Y in a(Z), see Fig. 6. 
In particular, a label occurs in g if and only if it occurs in a label of a node of 
Shape(g). 
2.4. Clans and modules 
In this section we shall present a rather simple proof of the clan decomposition 
theorem that contains the proof of the modular decomposition for graphs as a special 
case. For other proofs of this result we refer to [20,21,31]. Our proof is based on 
a collection of simple operations @bc on 2-structures that will also be needed in the 
following sections. 
Clans have appeared under many different names in different contexts. For a Survey, 
see [9] or [41] in this respect. In the context of graph theory, the corresponding struc- 
tures have been known as modules and their relationship within an undirected graph 
as modular decomposition. Historically, the modular decomposition theorem goes back 
to the 1960s. It was used by Gallai [25] as a tool to study comparability graphs, see 
also [5]. 
By [42] (see also [50]) the induced subgraphs of an undirected graph G = (V, E) 
corresponding to Clans of go are called modules. The modules are divided into three 
types: parallel, series and neighborhood. A nontrivial module M (consisting of more 
than one vertex) is decomposed depending on its type. M is parallel if the induced 
subgraph of M is not connected; M is then decomposed into its connected components. 
M is a series module if the induced subgraph of M is not complement-connected (i.e., 
its complement graph is not connected); it is then decomposed into its complement- 
connected components. Finally, M is a neighborhood module if the induced subgraph 
of M is both connected and complement-connected; such a module is decomposed 
into its maximal submodules. We note that the classification of modules into the three 
types differs from the Clan dichotomy where graphs labeling the nodes of shapes are 
either complete or primitive - linearity plays no role in the decompositions of undi- 
rected graphs. However, the distinction disappears if one observes that the quotients 
of neighborhood modules w.r.t. maximal submodules are primitive, the quotients of 
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parallel modules w.r.t. connected components are complete, and the quotients of series 
modules w.r.t. complement-connected components are complete. 
We turn now to the proof of the clan decomposition theorem for 2-structures. We 
Start by defining the simple operations on 2-structures mentioned above. 
Let gi : l&(Q) -$ d; for i = 1,2 be two disjoint 2-structures, i.e., Di nD2 = 0, and 
let b,c be two labels, which may or may not be in At U Al. We let g = gt @bc g2 
be the 2-structure g : &(Q U 02) + Al U A2 U {b,c} defined by gl&(Di) = gi (for 
i = 1,2) and g(x,y) = b, g(y,x) = c for all x E DI and y E DZ. 
It is easy to verify that the Operation @bc is associative on disjoint 2-structures, i.e., 
g1 @bc (92 @bc 93) = (91 @bc 92) @bc 93 < 
If b = c, then @bc is also commutative, i.e., gi @ob g2 = g2 @bb gi. 
Part (1) of the next lemma is a reformulation of Lemma 2.6. Part (2) tan be easily 
proved. 
Lemma 2.13. (1) Let X, Y E W(g) be two disjoint Clans. There are labels b and c 
such that sub,(X U Y) = sub,(X) @bc sub,( Y). 
(2) rfX, Y E 9?(g) overlap, then there are labels b and c such that 
sub,(X U Y) = sub,(X \ Y) $bc sub,(X fl Y) $bc sub,( Y \ x). 
We shall say that a 2-structure g is bc-irreducible, if there are no disjoint substruc- 
tures gi and g2 of g such that g = gi @bc 92. Moreover, g is irreducible, if it is 
bc-irreducible for all labels b and c. 
For undirected graphs Gt and Gz, go, enn gG2 corresponds to disjoint Union, and 
go, & gGz corresponds to complete connection. Thus, for an undirected graph G, go 
is nn-irreducible if and only if G is connected, and gG is aa-irreducible if and only if 
G is complement-connected. 
The following result is immediate. 
Lemma 2.14. For any labels b and c of a 2-structure g, g has a decomposition 
g = 91 @bc 92 @bc ’ ’ @bc gk 
to bc-irreducible substructures gi, i = 1,. . , k, for some k 2 1. 
(1) 
Clearly, the sets dom(gi) of (1) are Clans of g and so are the Unions of the domains 
over Segments of { 1,2,. . . , k}: 
Udom(gi) E e(g) for all 1 <r<t<k. (2) 
i=r 
Lemma 2.15. Let g haue a decomposition (1) into bc-irreducible substructures with 
k 22. Then dom(gi) is a maximal Prime Clan of g for euch i = 1,2,. . . , k. 
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Proof. Denote Ci = dom(gi) for i = 1,2,. . . , k. Assume Z is a Clan of g which overlaps 
with some C;, 1 bi <k, that is, Ci n Z # 0, Ci \ Z # 0 and Z \ Ci # 0. By Lemma 2.5 
these three sets are clans of g. Moreover, C’i n Z and Ci \ Z are proper Clans of gz. 
Now, by Lemma 2.13( 1 ), there are labels d and f such that 
sub,((Cl \ Z) U (Z \ C;)) = sub,(Ci \ Z) @df sub,(Z \ Ci). 
From the decomposition (1) it is immediate that {d, f} = {b,c}, because Z f’ Cj # 0 
for some j # i. It follows, by Lemma 2.13(2), that gi = sub,(C; n Z) @bc sub,( C, \ Z) 
or gi = sub,(Ci \ Z) @bc subg(Ci n Z) contradicting the bc-irreducibility of gi. Hence, 
Ci = dom(g, ) is a Prime Clan. 
Maximality of Ci follows immediately from the fact that each Union in (2) is a Clan 
of g, and hence each proper clan Z with Ci C Z overlaps with at least one of the Clans 
from (2). Note that Z itself is also of the form (2). lT 
Theorem 2.16. Let g : Ez(D) -$ A be a 2-structure. Then either g is irreducible, or 
g = 91 @bc 92 @bc ’ ’ @bc gk 
for unique b, c E A and bc-irreducible substructures g,, i = 1,2,. . . , k, of g for some 
k 22. Moreover, in the latter case if b = c (b # c, respectively), then g/z?‘,,,&g) is 
a complete (linear, respectively) 2-structure. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.15, if g has a decomposition (1) with ka2, then P,,(g) = 
{dom(gi)li = 1,2,. . , k} and, clearly, the quotient g/Pmax(g) is either linear or com- 
plete depending on whether b # c or b = c. The rest of the Claim follows immediately, 
since the maximal Prime Clans are unique for g, and if g is not irreducible, they 
naturally determine the labels b, c by Lemma 2.13( 1). L 1 
Note that if b = c in the irreducible decomposition (1) of g, then all permutations 
of the components will do as an irreducible decomposition of g, because gi @bC gi+i = 
g,+i &,gi. However, if b # c, then there are exactly two different decompositions of g: 
the one given in the Statement and its dual decomposition, g = gk $cb gk_ i @cb. . . @cb gr . 
The next theorem states that irreduciblity of g nearly corresponds to the primitivity of 
g/Pmax(g). The exceptions to this correspondence are the 2-vertex (primitive) quotients 
g/@,,(g), for which g is never irreducible by definition. Nevertheless, this does not 
affect the proof of the decomposition theorem, because every 2-vertex 2-structure is 
either complete or linear. 
Theorem 2.17. Let g be an irreducible 2-structure. Then the quotient g/Pmax(g) is 
primitive and Idom(g/Pmax(g))) # 2. 
Proof. Assume g is irreducible. Let Z be a maximal proper Clan of g. If a Clan X E 
V(g) overlaps with Z, then by Lemma 2.5, ZUX E V(g), and by the maximality of Z, 
we have that Z UX = dem(g). However, now dem(g) = Z U (X \ Z), where, again by 
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Lemma 2.5, also X \ 2 is a Clan of g. It follows from Lemma 2.13( 1) that there exist 
b,c E d such that g = sub,(Z) @bc sub,(X \ 2). This contradiction to the irreduciblity 
of g Shows that 2 is a Prime Clan of g, and it is then a maximal Prime Clan. We have 
deduced that the maximal proper Clans of the irreducible g are exactly the maximal 
Prime Clans of g. From this it follows, by Lemma 2.7, that g/gmax(g) is primitive. 
If the size of g/pmax(g) would be 2, say 9,,(g) = {X, Y}, then g would not be ir- 
reducible, because g = sub,(X)&sub,( Y) for some labels b and c by Lemma 2.13( 1). 
0 
Altogether we have now shown that, for any 2-structure g, g/pmax(g) is linear, 
complete, or primitive. This proves the Clan decomposition theorem (Proposition 2.10). 
It also proves Proposition 2.9, because if g is special, then g = g/pmax(g). 
2.5. Hereditary properties of primitivity 
In this section we shall discuss briefly some aspects of primitivity and mention 
selectively some results on primitive graphs. 
We shall say simply that a graph G is primitive if the 2-structure go is primitive. 
It was shown by Müller et al. [43] that asymptotically most of the graphs are prim- 
itive. Indeed, this result was shown to hold already for tournaments. Hence prim- 
itive graphs, let alone primitive 2-structures, form an extensive and diversified class 
of structures. For this reason it is desirable to obtain results for primitivity which re- 
duce complex primitive graphs to simpler ones. We shall mention below some of these 
results. 
For a graph G and an edge (or a simple arc) e of G, let G\ {e} be the corresponding 
graph, where the edge (or arc) e has been deleted. 
Sumner [53, Corollary 2.271 proved the following result. 
Proposition 2.18. Let G = (V,E) be a primitive undirected graph. There exists an 
edge e E E such that the connected components of G \ {e} are primitive. 
This result was improved and generalized by Harju and Rozenberg [30] for (partial) 
2-structures. We present it in the case of graphs. 
Let us say that a primitive graph G is unstable if for each edge or simple arc e, 
G \ {e} is not primitive. As an example, if a primitive G is a tree, then G is unstable, 
because each G \ {e} is disconnected, and clearly, a connected component of a graph 
is a Clan. 
In the theorem below, if an end vertex (a vertex of degree one) is deleted from a 
graph G then the unique edge or simple arc connecting this vertex to the rest of the 
graph is also deleted. 
Proposition 2.19. Let G = (V,E) be a primitive graph with 1 VI 2 5. If G is unstable, 
then G has an end vertex x the removal of which results in a primitive graph G’. 
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Fig. 7. An unstable oriented graph. 
By the above proposition each primitive graph G with at least four vertices tan be 
constructed from a primitive GO with four vertices as a sequence Ga, GI,. . . , Gk = G 
of primitive graphs such that Gi+i is obtained from Gi by adding an edge (or a simple 
arc) or an end vertex to Gi (together with a unique edge or a simple arc connecting 
this end vertex to the rest of the graph). 
It should be noticed that the unstable graphs have a rather simple structure, see [30]. 
In Fig. 7 we have an example of an unstable oriented graph. 
Also, Sumner [53] showed that there are arbitrarily large primitive undirected graphs 
G = (V,E) for which the deletion of any vertex results in a graph which is not 
primitive, i.e., the subgraph induced by V \ { x } is not primitive for each x E V. Hence, 
the primitive undirected graphs cannot be constructed as a sequence of primitive graphs 
by adding a new vertex to a smaller primitive graph (and adding one or several edges 
comrecting the new vertex to the smaller graph). However, the following was proved 
by Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [22, Theorem 6.11. 
Proposition 2.20. If g is a primitive 2-structure then there exists X & dem(g) with 
1 < 1x16 2 such that sub,(dom(g) \ X) is primitive. 
According to this result each primitive graph tan be constructed as a sequence of 
primitive graphs by adding vertices if we are allowed to add one or two vertices to a 
smaller primitive graph. 
We cal1 a 2-structure g critically primitive if there exists no Single vertex x such 
that sub,(dom(g) \ (~1) is P rimitive. Critically primitive 2-structures are rather rare 
according to Schmer1 and Trotter [49] and Bonizzoni [8]. It is proved there that for 
each domain D there are at most five different isomorphism types of critically primitive 
2-structures. We mention the following result that was proved in [49]. 
Proposition 2.21. Let g be a critically primitive 2-structure with ]dom(g)) = FL If the 
substructure sub,(X) is primitive with 1x1 = m > 3, then n = m (mod 2). 
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This means that if a critically primitive g has an even (odd) number of vertices, then 
all its substructures with an odd (even) number of vertices are nonprimitive. Moreover, 
Corollary 2.22. Let g be a critically primitive 2-structure, and subJX) a primitive 
substructure with (XI 24. Then sub,(X) is critically primitive. 
Tournaments T for which gr is primitive are known by the name of simple tourna- 
ments, see Moon [40], where the next result is proved. 
Proposition 2.23. Every tournament with n vertices tan be embedded in a simple 
tournament with n + 1 or n + 2 vertices. 
In general, the following hereditaty result was proved by Harju and Rozenberg [31] 
and Schmer1 and Trotter [49]. In [31] the result was proved for infinite 2-structures for 
which Proposition 2.20 does not hold. 
Proposition 2.24. Let g be primitive, and let sub,(X) be a proper primitive substruc- 
ture of g. Then there are vertices x, y E dem(g) \ X (possibly x = y) such that 
sub,(X U {x, y}) is primitive. 
3. Uniformly nonprimitive 2-structures 
Esch primitive 2-structure is unique as to its make-up and thus difficult to deal with 
in general. The other two types of special 2-structures tan be considered generic, i.e., 
described completely by the cardinality of their domains. Thus, it is natura1 to con- 
sider those 2-structures that do not contain primitive components. Disallowing primitive 
nodes of a shape leaves us with only few possible combinations of linear and complete 
nodes. It turns out (Proposition 3.4) that disallowing primitive nodes in the shape of 
a 2-structure g is equivalent to disallowing primitive substructures in g. 
We cal1 a 2-structure uniformly nonprimitive if it does not have a primitive substruc- 
ture of size >3. (Recall that a primitive substructure of size two is either complete or 
linear.) 
In this section we provide a number of characterizations of the uniformly nonprim- 
itive 2-structures. 
3.1. General characterizations 
The following result of Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [22] is an immediate corollary 
to Proposition 2.20. 
Proposition 3.1. Zf g is a primitive 2-structure with Jdom(g)J 23, then it has a prim- 
itive substructure with 3 or 4 vertices. 
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Note that since the Prime Clans do not overlap with each other and dem(g) E Y(g), 
there exists for each subset X 5 dem(g) the smallest Prime Clan P(X) containing X. 
The following result was proved in [21, Theorem 4.41. 
Proposition 3.2. If sub&X) is a primitive substructure of g with 1x123, then 
h/gmax(h) is primitive for h = sub,(P(X)), and sub,(X) is isomorphic with a sub- 
structure of h/P,_(h). 
In particular, by the previous propositions (and the fact that quotients are isomorphic 
with substructures): 
Proposition 3.3. There exists a primitive node Y with Ia(Y)1 23 in Shape(g) if’ and 
only tffor some subset X C dem(g), with 1x12 3, sub,(X) is primitive. 
Using the fact that the shape of a 2-structure has only linear, complete, or primitive 
nodes, Proposition 3.3 tan be restated in the following form, see [22]. 
Proposition 3.4. For a 2-structure g, Shape(g) has only complete and linear nodes if 
and only tf g has no primitive substructures with 3 or more vertices. 
From the definition of uniform nonprimitivity we have immediately the following 
result. 
Lemma 3.5. Let g be a uniformly primitive 2-structure. Then the substructures and 
the quotients of g are untformly nonprimitive. 
We say that a 2-structure g has the l-block property if every substructure h of g 
with (dem(h)\ 22 has a partition into two nonempty Clans, i.e., if every substructure 
h has a nonempty Clan X E %(h) the complement dem(h) \ X of which is also a 
nonempty clan of h. Also, we say that g has the doubleton clan property if every 
substructure h of size 22 has a clan of size 2 (cf. [21, Sections 5 and 61). 
Theorem 3.6. The following Statements are equivalent for a 2-structure g: 
(1) g is uniformly nonprimitive, 
(2) g has no primitive substructures of size 3 and 4, 
(3) each node of Shape(g) is linear or complete, 
(4) g has the 2-block property, 
(5) g has the doubleton clan property. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1 H3) follows immediately from Propositions 3.1 and 3.4. 
(l)-+(4): Since every substructure of a uniformly nonprimitive 2-structure is it- 
self uniformly nonprimitive, it suffices to show that every uniformly nonprimitive 
g with (dom(g)l>2 has a partition into two Clans. By the equivalence of (1) and (3) 
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g/ymax(g) is either linear or complete. Thus, by Theorem 2.17, g is reducible, and 
hence, by Theorem 2.16, g = gi $bc gz $bc . . . @bc gk with k 22 for some bc- 
irreducible substructures gi. Here, as noticed in Section 2.3, dom(gi) and its com- 
plement U{dom(gi) ) i = 2,3,. . . ,k} are Clans of g. Thus, g has the 2-block property. 
(4)+(5): Clearly, if a 2-structure has the 2-block property, then so do all of its 
substructures. Consider a substructure subJX) of g with IXI>2. We show the Claim 
by induction. If (XI = 2, then sub,(X) has a Clan of size 2, namely X itself. Suppose 
then that (XI > 3. By assumption, X tan be partitioned into two nonempty clans Xi 
and X2 of sub,(X), and one of these, say Xi, has at least two vertices. By induction 
hypothesis, sub,(Xi ) has the doubleton clan property, and hence subQ(Xi ) has a clan 
Y with IYI = 2. Since Y E V(sub,(Xi)), and Xi E %‘(sub,(X)), also Y E V(sub,(X)) 
by Lemma 2.8. This proves that g has the doubleton Clan property. 
(5)-+( 1): This is trivial by the definition of uniform nonprimitivity. 17 
In fact, the above proof reveals that g has the 2-block property if and only if 
each sub,(X) with 1x122 has a Prime clan, the complement of which is a Clan (cf. 
Lemma 2.15). 
Example 3.7. Let D = {XI,. . . , ~5) and d = { 1,2,3}, and dehne g : &(D) + A by 
g-‘(l)= {(Xl,n2),(xl,x3),(X2,X3)}, 
g-‘(2)= {(~2,~1),(~3,~1),(~3,~2)}, 
g-‘(3)= {(X4cq,X5),(X5~X4)} U {(Xi,~j),(Xj9-%) 1 i=G3 < j}. 
The simplified graphical presentation of g is given in Fig. 8(a) and the shape of g 
in Fig. 8(b). By Theorem 3.6(1) and (3), g is uniformly nonprimitive. 
3.2. Characterizations by forbidden subgraphs 
We will now study uniformly nonprimitive 2-structures that represent graphs. Our 
purpose is to characterize by forbidden subgraphs those G which are represented by 
uniformly nonptimitive 2-structures go. 
A 2-structure g is angular, see [23], if each 3-vertex substructure of g is nonprimitive, 
i.e. each 3-vertex substructure of g has a clan of size two. 
By definition, we have immediately 
Lemma 3.8. Esch uniformly non-primitive 2-structure is angular. 
Angular 2-structures representing graphs have the following characterization using 
forbidden subgraphs. The proof is obvious (by Gases) and hence omitted. 
Lemma 3.9. L.et G be a graph. The 2-structure go is angular if and onIy if G does 
not haue any of the graphs Cs, D3, fi3, A and B of Fig. 9 as induced subgraphs. 
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Fig. 8. A uniformly nonprimitive 2-structure with its shape. 
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Fig. 9. Nonangular 3-vertex graphs 
In the next result we give a connection between transitive graphs and angular 2- 
structures. The proof follows from the Observation that the non-angular 2-structures 
given in Fig. 9 are nontransitive. For oriented graphs, C3 and 03 are precisely the 
3-vertex nontransitive cases. 
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Lemma 3.10. (1) Zf G is a transitive graph, then go is angular. 
(2) Let G be an oriented graph. G is transitive if and only if go is angular. 
The converse of Lemma 3.10( 1) does not hold, because the 3-vertex 2-structure go 
defined on the domain {xr,x2,xs} by n = g(xr,xz) and a = g(x, y) for (x, y) # (xr,xz) 
is angular (with a Clan {xr,x2}), but the graph G is not transitive, since (~1,~s) and 
(xs,xz) are arcs in G, but (xr,x2) is not. 
Recall that a feature of a reversible g : l&(D) + A is a set {g(x, y),g(y,x)} deter- 
mined by an arc (x, y) E Z&(D). We shall say that a reversible g is connected w.r. t. 
the feature F = {b, c} if the graph Gb = (D, &) is connected, where Et, = {{x, y} 1 
&,Y) = b or &,Y) = c). 
We use the following fact (cf. Theorem 3.2 and its proof in [23]) to study the 
uniformly nonprimitive 2-structures go for graphs G. 
Proposition 3.11. Let g be a primitive, angular and reversible 2-structure. Then g is 
connected w.r. t. euch feature, and tf dem(g) 23, then g has exactly two features. 
As noted in Section 2.2, for each graph G, the reversible 2-structure g: has (at 
most) three features. By Lemma 2.4, go is primitive if and only if g: is primitive, 
and so, go is angular if and only if gc is angular. By the previous proposition if g: 
is primitive and angular with at least three vertices, then it has exactly two features. 
When this Observation is stated using go we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 3.12. Let G be a graph such that go is primitive and angular. Then G is 
an undirected graph or an oriented graph or its complement G is an oriented graph. 
We apply this result to graphs with four vertices. Let N, Pd and N be the 4-vertex 
graphs fiom Fig. 1 of Section 2.1. 
The following lemma is now easy to prove. 
Lemma 3.13. Let G be a graph with four vertices. Then gG is primitive and angular 
tf and only tf G is Pb or N or N. 
By Theorem 3.6( 1) and (2), Lemma 3.9 and 3.13 we obtain a characterization by 
forbidden subgraphs of the graphs G that have a uniformly nonprimitive representation 
gG. 
Theorem 3.14. A graph G has no induced subgraph C3, D3, DJ. A and B (Flom 
Fig. 9) and Pd, N and N (jkorn Fig. 1) if and only tf go is uniformly nonprimitive. 
We shall now investigate the possible subcases of this result with respect to the 
types of nodes (linear or complete) in the shapes of 2-structures representing graphs. 
We will refer to a 2-structure g with all arcs labeled by b E A as b-complete. Hence, 
the 2-structure go representing a graph G is a-complete, if G is a complete graph, and 
go is n-complete if G is a discrete graph. 
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Let G be a graph such that the quotient go/S,,,(go) is linear or complete. By 
Theorems 2.16 and 2.17, go has a decomposition g = gi @bc g2 @bc . $bc gk into 
bc-irreducible substructures, where 
(1) either (i) b = c = a, and gG/g*=(gG) is a-complete, or (ii) b = c = n, and 
go/p,,,(go) is n-complete, or (in) b = a and c = n, and gG/pm=(gG) is linear, and 
(2) the domains dom(gi), i = 1,2,. . . , k, are the maximal Prime Clans of go. 
Clearly, each component gi represents the subgraph of G induced by dom(gi). There- 
fore, if gG/gmax(go) is linear, then for each nonsingleton gi, gi/pmax(gi) is not linear, 
because gi is an-irreducible. Similarly, if g/gmax(g) is a-complete (n-complete, respec- 
tively), then gi/pmax(gi) cannot be u-complete (n-complete, respectively). 
These simple observations were proved in general for 2-structures in [21, Theorem 
6.141 and they have the following consequences for graphs. 
Lemma 3.15. Let G be u gruph. In the shupe of go u linear (respectively u-complete, 
n-complete) internul node cunnot be udjucent to unother such node. 
We divide our considerations into the following cases according to the combinations 
of types (linear, u-complete, n-complete) of the nodes occurring in the shape of the 
2-sti%ture go . 
(A) Linear nodes only. Let us assume that the shape of a 2-structure go has only 
linear nodes. In this case go has no symmetric arcs (cf. the discussion afier Proposi- 
tion 2.12), and hence G is full and oriented, i.e., G is a toumament. By Lemma 3.15, 
Shape(go) has only one intemal node and this node is linear. Consequently, G is a 
(total) linear ordering of the vertices, i.e., G is a transitive toumament. 
Theorem 3.16. Let G be u gruph. The shupe of the 2-structure go has only linear 
nodes tf and only if G is a transitive tournument. 
(B) Complete nodes only. For a graph G assume that the nodes of the shape of go 
are all complete. It follows that go has no asymmetric arcs, and hence G has no simple 
arcs, i.e., G is an undirected graph. Also the converse holds, and hence (assuming that 
go is uniformly nonprimitive) G is an undirected graph if and only if the shape of go 
has only complete nodes. 
There are two possible types for a node of the shape: it is u-complete or n-complete. 
If the shape has only a-complete (n-complete, respectively) nodes, then it has only one 
node, and in this case G is a complete (discrete, respectively) graph. 
Theorem 3.17. Let G be u gruph. The shape of go hus only complete nodes of the 
same type tf und only tf G is complete or discrete. 
The only remaining (and the only interesting) cases arise when the labels used in 
the nodes of the shape are not necessarily of the same type. We shall now consider the 
undirected case and Show that the graph corresponding to such a shape is a cograph. 
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Theorem 3.18. An undirected graph G is a cograph if and only if go is uniformly 
nonprimitive. 
Proof. Of the 8 forbidden subgraphs of Theorem 3.14 only Pb is undirected. Hence, by 
Theorem 3.14, for an undirected graph G, go is uniformly non-primitive if and only if 
G has no Pd as induced subgraph. By the definition of a cograph, the Claim follows. 0 
As noticed before, for a graph G, if go is uniformly nonprimitive, then G is an 
undirected graph if and only if the shape of go has only complete nodes. Hence, we 
may also express the previous theorem as follows. 
Theorem 3.19. Let G be a graph. The shape of go has only complete nodes if and 
only if G is a cograph. 
It was shown in [12, Theorem 21 that an undirected graph is a cograph if and only 
if every nontivial induced subgraph has a Clan of size 2 (a pair of siblings in the 
terminology of [ 121). By Theorem 3.18 this result is a special case of Theorem 3.6( 1) 
and (5). It was also shown in [12, Theorem 21 that an undirected graph is a cograph if 
and only if every nontrivial induced subgraph is either disconnected or its complement 
is disconnected. By Theorem 3.18, this result is a special case of Theorem 3.6( 1) and 
(4). 
(C) Linear and complete nodes. Next, we will consider the case of graphs when 
some nodes of the shape are linear and some are complete (of the Same type). We 
distinguish two subcases of the general case. 
(Cl) Linear and n-complete nodes. If the shape of go has only linear and n-complete 
nodes, then the graph G is oriented. The converse also holds assuming that go is 
uniformly nonprimitive. 
Theorem 3.20. An oriented graph G is transitive VSP if and only if go is uniformly 
nonprimitive. 
Proof. Of the 8 forbidden subgraphs of Theorem 3.14, only C3, D3 and N are oriented. 
By Lemmas 3.10(2) and 3.9, an oriented graph is transitive if and only if it does 
not have Cs or Ds as an oriented induced subgraph. The Claim follows now from 
Theorem 3.14 and the definition of transitive VSP. 0 
The previous theorem tan be reformulated as follows. 
Theorem 3.21. Let G be a graph. The shape of go has only linear and n-complete 
nodes if and only if G is transitive VSP. 
By Theorems 3.19 and 3.21, there is a close relationship between cographs and 
transitive VSP graphs. If G is a cograph and we replace the label of each a-complete 
node in Shape(go) by a linear Version (with arbitrarily ordered elements of its domain 
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D), we obtain a new shape Shape(h). This is the shape of a 2-structure h that represents 
a transitive VSP graph. The reverse process of neglecting ordering in the labels of linear 
nodes in the shape, leads from a transitive VSP graph to a cograph. This relationship 
was first noticed in [ 121. 
Proposition 3.22. An undirected graph is a cograph if and only if its edges tan be 
oriented so that the resulting oriented graph is a transitive VSP graph. 
(C2) Linear and a-complete nodes. Suppose that the nodes of Shape(go) are linear 
or a-complete. In this case the graph G is full. This means that the complement G is 
an oriented graph, and the shape of gd has only linear and n-complete nodes. Hence, 
by Theorem 3.20, 6 is transitive VSP. Clearly, also the converse holds. 
Theorem 3.23. For a full graph G, the complement G is transitive VSP if and only 
tf go is untformly nonprimitive. 
As observed in Case (Cl), only Cs and DJ are oriented and non-transitive of the 
forbidden graphs of Theorem 3.14. Hence, a full G has no Cs (= Cs) or & if and 
only if G is transitive. Moreover, by the definition of VSP, a transitive G is transitive 
VSP just in case it has no induced subgraph N. When these observations are combined 
we have obtained 
Theorem 3.24. Let G be a graph. The shape of go has only linear and a-complete 
nodes if and only if G is full and has no induced Cj, &, or N subgraph. 
Note that the 3-vertex graph G with arcs {(x;,xj) 1 (i,j) # (1,2), i # j} satisfies the 
conditions of the previous theorem, but G is not transitive. 
3.3. Construction trees 
As mentioned in Section 2.1, cographs and transitive VSP graphs tan be defined 
through a construction process. Cographs are the smallest class of graphs containing 
the Single vertex graphs and closed under the operations of disjoint Union and complete 
connection (cf. [12, Theorem 21). Transitive VSP graphs are the smallest class of 
oriented graphs containing the Single vertex graphs and closed under the Series and 
Parallel operations. These results tan be viewed as special cases of the following 
characterization of the uniformly nonprimitive 2-structures (in terms of the operations 
@bc as defined in Section 2.4). 
Theorem 3.25. Let A be a set of labels. The class of untformly nonprimitive 2- 
structures with labels in A is the smallest class of 2-structures containing the Single 
vertex 2-structures and closed under the operations @bc for all b,c E A. 
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Fig. 10. A construction tree. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.6( 1) and (4), it suffices to show that the 2-structures gi, g2 have 
the 2-block property if and only if g = gi @bc g2 has the 2-block property. 
The 2-block property is inherited by the substructures, and hence if g = gi @bC g2 
has this proper@, so do its substructnres gi and 92. 
Assume then that gi and g2 have the 2-block property, and consider a substructure 
sub,(X) of g. If X c dom(g;) for i = 1 or i = 2, then the Claim follows immediately. 
On the other hand, if X intersects dom(gi) and dom(gz), then 
subg(X) = sub,(X n dom(gi)) @bc sub,(X fl dom(gz)), 
and the Claim follows from this. 0 
The results on cographs and transitive VSP graphs are obtained from the previous 
theorem when we observe that @ nn corresponds to disjoint Union, G&, to complete 
connection, and G&, to the Series Operation. For graphs, Theorem 3.25 yields the 
following corollary. 
Theorem 3.26. The class of graphs G such that gG is 
smallest class of graphs containing the Single vertex 
operations c&,, f& and CS&,,. 
un$ormly nonprimitive is the 
graphs and closed under the 
By Theorem 3.25, each uniformly nonprimitive 2-structure g tan be written as an 
expression (or a construction tree) using the binary operations $bC and the constants 
x E dem(g). A construction tree of g tan be obtained in a natura1 way from the shape 
of g by replacing each node by a sequence of binary nodes. 
Example 3.27. Consider the uniformly nonprimitive 2-structure g from Example 3.7. 
Its shape Shape(g) is given in Fig. 8. Now, g has, for example, the following expres- 
sion (~4 @33 ~5) @33 ((~1 @i2 ~2) ~~12 xs), and the corresponding construction tree is in 
Fig. 10. 
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4. Complexity considerations 
The complexity of forming the shape of a 2-structure corresponding to an undirected 
graph with n vertices was proved to be of time complexity 0(n2) by Muller and Spinrad 
[42]. In [ 191 there are characterization results for the incremental construction of the 
shape of a 2-structure. (The incremental construction Problem is the following: How 
does the shape of a 2-structure g Change when one vertex is added to it together with 
all the necessary arcs connecting the added vertex to the vertices of g). Using these 
characterization results it was also shown in [ 191 that the incremental construction of a 
2-structure g with II vertices has time complexity 0(n3). Later Ehrenfeucht et al. [ 181 
gave a bound 0(n2) for the construction of the shape, see also [39]. 
In this section we consider the parallel complexity of constructing the shape of 
a uniformly nonprimitive 2-structure. This leads to efficient parallel algorithms for 
the recognition of monadic second-Order logical properties of the uniformly nonprim- 
itive 2-structures (and some more general types of 2-structures). Note that, by The- 
orems 3.18 and 3.20, these results will hold in particular for cographs and transitive 
VSP graphs. 
Novick [44] gave an NC algorithm for finding the modular decomposition of an 
undirected graph, where NC is the class of Problems that tan be recognized on a 
parallel machine in time polynomial in logn and with polynomially many proces- 
sors. (For an NC algorithm for cographs we refer also to [38]). Here we generalize 
this result to 2-structures: we show that there is a LOGCF algorithm for finding the 
Prime tree family of a 2-structure, where LOGCF is the class of Problems that are log- 
space reducible to a tontext-free language. Recall from Section 2.4 that when an 
undirected graph is viewed as a 2-structure, its Prime tree family is its modular decom- 
Position. Recall also that NLOG C LOGCF C NC C P, where NLOG denotes the 
class of Problems that tan be recognized in nondeterministic logarithmic space, and P 
the class of polynomial time Problems. For the inclusion LOGCF c NC, we refer 
to [48]. 
The algorithm in [44] is based directly on a similar decomposition algorithm by 
Kozen et al. [34] for comparability graphs. The techniques used in [34] are based on 
those of Gilmore and Hoffman [29] and Gallai [25]. Here we use a simple Variation of 
those techniques. The main idea is that there is an NLOG algorithm to decide, for three 
vertices x,y, and z of a 2-structure, whether z is in the smallest Prime clan P(x,_Y) 
containing x and y. Since (Lemma 4.5) every Prime clan is of the form P(x,_v) for 
certain x and y, this provides an NLOG way of representing Prime Clans. 
4.1. Construction of Prime Clans 
Let g : l&(D) + A be a 2-structure, and let X c D. We shall first search for the 
smallest Clan C(X) of g containing the subset X. Such a Clan exists, because W(g) is 
closed under intersection (Lemma 2.5) and D E g(g). 
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For each x E D, define the binar-y relation R, on D by 
& = {Cu, u) I du, u) # g(w) or du, u) # sk u>). 
A subset X C D is Said to be closed under R, if u E X and u R, v imply that v E X. 
Further, let Rc be the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation R,. 
Lemma 4.1. The following Statements arc equivalent for each nonempty subset 
X c dem(g): 
(1) X is a Clan of g, 
(2) X is closed under R, for all x E X, 
(3) X is closed under R, for some x E X. 
Proof. If X E %‘(g), then clearly X is closed under R, for all x E X. Hence it suffices 
to Show that (3) implies (1). Let x E X be a vertex such that X is closed under R,, and 
let u 4 X. For any two vertices y,z E X, g(u, y) # g(u,z) implies that g(u,y) # g(u,x) 
or g(u,z) # g(u,x), and hence that yR, u or ZR, u, where it follows that u E X; a 
contradiction. Similarly, g(y,u) # g(z,u) yields a contradiction, and the Claim follows. 
Lemma 4.2. For each subset X C dem(g) and oertex x E X, 
‘37 = {u I YRX u for some y E X}. 
Proof. Denote W(X) = {u Iy RZ u for some y E X}. First of all, X C W(X), because 
Rl is reflexive. Moreover, by definition, W(X) is the smallest set containing X and 
closed under R,, and hence, W(X) = C(X) by Lemma 4.1. 0 
For two vertices x and y of g, we write C(x, y) instead of C({x, y}). Not every 
Clan is of the form C(x, y), but a Clan is Prime just in case it does not overlap with 
Clans of this form. 
Lemma 4.3. Let X E V(g) for a 2-structure g. Then X E S(g) if and only ifX does 
not overlap with C(x, y) for any x E X and y $! X. 
Proof. In the one direction the Claim follows by the definition of a Prime clan. On 
the other hand, if a Clan X is not Prime, then it overlaps with another Clan Y E %?(g). 
Take vertices x E X n Y and y E Y \X. New, C(x, y) C Y, and hence C(x, y) is a clan 
that overlaps with X. This proves the Claim. 0 
Let P(X) be the smallest Prime Clan containing X C dem(g). Such a Prime Clan exists 
because the primes do not overlap, and dem(g) E B(g). Define for each x E dem(g), 
S, = {(u, u) 1 u R, v or u $! C(x, u) or x $ C(u, a)}. 
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Notice that the requirement u pl C(x, o) or x 4 C(u, V) is equivalent with C(x, v) # 
C(u, v). We denote by Sx the reflexive and transitive closure of S,. 
Again, we write P(x,y) instead of P({x, y}). 
Lemma 4.4. For euch subset X C dem(g) and vertex x E X, 
P(X) = {u I Yq 24 for some y E X}. 
Proof. Denote W(X) = {U ) y S; u for some y E X}. 
Clearly, X C W(X). Moreover, by Lemma 4.1, W(X) is a Clan, since it is closed 
under the relation R,. 
To prove that W(X) is a Prime Clan, let u 6 W(X). Hence, for all v E W(X), 
VS, ZJ does not hold. By definition of S, this implies that v E C(x,u) and x E C(c,u). 
Hence, C(x,u) = C(v,u) for all v E W(X). Consequently, W(X) C C(u,u) for all 
u 4 W(X) and u E W(X), which proves that W(X) is a Prime clan by Lemma 4.3. 
Thus P(X) c W(X). 
Suppose then that u $ P(X), and let v E P(X). Clearly, v 5, u does not hold since 
P(X) is a Prime Clan, and hence u $ W(X), which proves that W(X) c P(X). : 
Every Prime Clan is of the form P(x,y). 
Lemma 4.5. Let g be a 2-structure. For every Prime Clan P E C?(g) with (PI B 2 there 
exist x, y E P such that P = P(x, y). 
Proof. Choose x and y from distinct maximal Prime Clans of sub,(P). 1 
We shall say that a Prime clan PI E Y(g) is a maximal Prime subclan of P2 E 9(g) 
if Pl E p,,,(sub,(P2)). 
4.2. Parallel complexity 
Theorem 4.6. There is an NLOG algorithm that decides, for a 2-structure g and 
vertices x, y,z of g, whether z E P(x, y). 
Proof. It tan be verified in deterministic logarithmic space whether or not u R, II, and 
hence there is an NLOG algorithm that decides if u RZ v holds. Since, by Lemma 4.2, 
z E C(x, y) just in case z = x or y RZ z, there is an NLOG algorithm to decide whether 
z E C(x, Y 1. 
Since NLOG is closed under complement (see [32] or [52]), there is also an NLOG 
algorithm to decide whether z @ C(x, y). This Shows that there is an NLOG algorithm 
to decide if u S, u holds. Hence, repeating the same argument, the result follows from 
this and Lemma 4.4. 0 
From Theorem 4.6 and Lemma 4.5 (and the closure of NLOG under complement) 
it follows that there exist NLOG algorithms to decide, for vertices x, y,u, v, whether 
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P(x, y) C P(u, v), whether &, y) = P(u, v), whether P(x, y) # P(u, u), and whether 
P(x, y) is a maximal Prime subclan of P(u, v). 
It is immediate from Theorem 3.6 that it tan be decided in deterministic logarithmic 
space whether a 2-structure is uniformly nonprimitive (by checking that the substruc- 
tures of size 3 and 4 are nonprimitive). However, this algorithm does not construct the 
shape of the 2-structure. We give now a LOGCF algorithm for recognizing the uni- 
formly nonprimitive 2-structures that also constructs the shape. Since LOGCF is equal 
to the class of Problems that tan be decided by altemating log-space Turing machines 
in polynomial tree-size, cf. [5 1,471, we use these machines for the construction of the 
shape. We refer to [ 101 for the notion of an altemating Turing machine. The tree-size 
of an altemating Turing machine is the size of its computation tree (cf. [47]). 
Lemma 4.7. There is a logarithmic space and polynomial tree-size bounded alter- 
nating Turing machine that recognizes the uniformly nonprimitive 2-structures and 
computes their shapes. 
Proof. It should be clear from our previous remarks that an altemating log-space Tur- 
ing machine M tan construct the Prime tree family (and shape) of a given 2-structure 
g in a top-down fashion. At each Step of the algorithm M considers a Prime clan 
P(x, y) of g, storing x and y on its work tape. M (nondeterministically) determines 
the maximal Prime subclans of P(x, y), and verifies that the quotient h/Pmax(h) for 
h = sub,(P(x, y)) is complete or linear. Note that there is of course no space to store 
all the maximal Prime subclans; however, they tan always be enumerated in a sys- 
tematic manner. After this, M branches universally into subprocesses, one for each of 
these maximal Prime subclans. In this way M determines recursively that there are no 
nontrivial primitive labels on the nodes of the shape of g. Clearly, the size of the shape 
is linear in the size of g. The computation tree of the Turing machine M follows the 
structure of the shape, and, at each node of the shape (i.e., for each Prime clan of g) 
it uses an NLOG algorithm, i.e., it uses polynomial time. This Shows that the size of 
the computation tree is polynomial in the size of g. 0 
This algorithm works also in case we allow a fixed set F of primitive 2-structures to 
appear as labels in the shape, provided that F E LOGCF (i.e., that there is a LOGCF 
algorithm to decide whether a 2-structure is in F). For a set F of 2-structures, let 
Prim(F) denote the set of all 2-structures g such that every label of the shape of g 
is complete, linear, or in F. Thus, Prim(0) is the set of all uniformly nonprimitive 
2-structures. 
Theorem 4.8. For every set F of 2-structures with F E LOGCF, we haue that 
Prim(F) E LOGCF. 
Proof. This follows from a slight extension of the altemating Turing machine M of 
Lemma 4.7. In fact, M should check, for each P(x, y), that the quotient 2-structure (of 
P(x, y) with respect to its maximal Prime subclans) is complete, linear, or in F. This 
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tan be done in an additional universal branch, using the given LOGCF subroutine to 
check whether the quotient is in F. This adds at most a polynomial size subtree to 
each node of the computation tree, resulting again in a polynomial size computation 
tree. ‘A 
One interesting set of graphs with a LOGCF decision algorithm is the set of (undi- 
rected) graphs of tree-width at most k (or partial k-trees, see [56] or [4]). The notion 
of tree-width was introduced by Robertson and Seymour in [46]. Recognition algo- 
rithms for graphs of tree-width d k (for fixed k) are given in [ 1,6,36]. These work 
in time nk+*, in NC, and in LOGCF, respectively. 
Let n be a designated label, and let g : E*(D) -f A be a 2-structure, with n E d. We 
will say that g is of tree-width d k if and only if und(g) is of tree-width <k, where 
und(g) is the undirected graph (D,E) with 
E = {{x,Y} I dx,y) # n or g(w) # nl. 
Note that for an undirected graph G, und(gc) = G. We denote by TW(k) the set of 
all 2-structures of tree-width <k. It is easy to see that the above-mentioned algorithms 
also work for 2-structures, in particular the one of [36]. 
For k 2 1, Prim(TW(k)) is the set of 2-structures g for which the primitive labels 
in its shape are of tree-width <k (for k = 1 this class is considered in [44]). From 
Theorem 4.8 and [36] we obtain the following corollary. 
Theorem 4.9. Let k > 1. There is a LOGCF algorithm to decide whether a 2-structure 
is in Prim(TW(k)). 
We notice that Prim(TW(k)) contains both the set Prim(0) of uniformly nonprim- 
itive 2-structures and the set TW(k) of 2-structures of tree-width <k. To see that 
TW(k) 2 Prim(TW(k)), note that every primitive 2-structure g’ of size > 3 that ap- 
pears as a label of the shape of a 2-structure g, is (isomorphic to) a substructure of 
g, and hence und(g’) is a subgraph of und(g); thus, if g is of tree-width <k, then so 
is g’. 
4.3. Monadic second-Order logic 
For “tree-1ike” graphs many Problems (including NP-complete ones) tan be solved 
efficiently by first parsing the graph and then solving the Problem on the Parse tree 
rather than on the graph. It has recently been discovered by Courcelle (See, e.g., 
[13, 141; see also [3,37]), for the case of graphs of bounded tree-width (or partial 
k-trees), that monadic second-Order (MSO) logic tan be used as a meta-language for 
the formulation of efficient Problems, in the sense that any graph Problem that tan 
be expressed in MS0 logic is guaranteed to be solvable in an efficient way for all 
graphs of tree-width at most k (where k is fixed, but arbitrary). Here ‘efficient’ means 
in polynomial time or even in LOGCF. We will show that the same result holds for 
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uniformly nonprimitive 2-structures, and, more generally, for 2-structures of ‘bounded 
primitivity’, i.e., for Prim(F), where F is a fixed finite set (see Section 4.2 for the 
definition of Pr-im(F)). There is however one differente between the two results: in 
our Version of MS0 logic, only (Sets of) vertices tan be quantified, whereas in the 
tree-width Version also (Sets of) arcs tan be quantified. This means that fewer prob- 
lems tan be expressed by our restricted formalism (see [16] for a comparison of the 
expressibility of these two logics). 
We consider an MS0 logic for vertex and arc labeled graphs g = (QE, +, rp), where 
D is the set of vertices, EC Ez(D) is the set of arcs, + : D + C is the vertex labeling, 
and cp : E --+ A is the arc labeling. By GR(Z, A) we denote the set of all such graphs 
with vertex label alphabet Z and arc label alphabet A. Note that 2-structures are such 
graphs, with Z a singleton and E = Ez(D). 
For alphabets .Z and A, the MS0 language MSOL(Z, A) has formulas that express 
properties of such graphs, with label alphabets C and A. MSOL(Z, A) has vertex vari- 
ables, denoted u, v, . . ., and vertex-set variables, denoted U, V,. . . For a given graph g, 
each vertex variable ranges over the set D of vertices of g, and each vertex-set variable 
over the set of subsets of D. MSOL(Z, A) has four types of atomic formulas: lab,(u), 
for every o E C, amb(u,v) for every b E A, u = v, and u E U (where u and v are 
vertex variables and U is a vertex-set variable). Their meaning is as one would expect: 
u has label o, there is an arc with label b from u to v,u and v are equal, and u is 
an element of U, respectively. The formulas of the language are constructed from the 
atomic formulas through the propositional connectives A, V, 1, +, and the quantifiers 
3 and V, as usual (where both vertex and vertex-set variables may be quantified). A 
formula is closed if it has no fiee variables. For a closed formula p of MSOL(C, A) 
and a graph in GR(C, A) we write g + fi if g satisfies ,n (i.e., p is true for g). A graph 
property p (of graphs in GR(C, A)) is MS0 dejinable if there is a closed formula 
p of MSOL(C, A) such that, for every g E GR(C, A), g has property p if and only 
if g + ~1. Similarly, if p is a formula with free variables ~1,. . . ,um, Ul,. . . , Un, g is 
a graph, ~1 , . . . ,x, are vertices of g, and XI , . . . ,X, are sets of vertices of g, then we 
write 9 k &,..., m, x JG , . . . ,X,) if p is true for g when ui is given the value Xi and 
Vi the value Xi. 
For example, that a graph (with A = {*} for simplicity) is bipartite tan be expressed 
by the MS0 formula 
3U,V:part(U,V)AVu,v:arc,(u,v)+(uE UAvE V)V(vE UAuE V) 
where the MS0 formula part(U, V) expresses that {U, V} is a partition of the set of 
vertices of the graph, i.e., 
part(U,V)=Vu:(uEUVuE V)Al(UE UAUE V). 
We will relate MS0 definable properties of graphs to MS0 definable properties 
of their Parse trees. For this reason it is convenient to view trees as vertex and arc 
labeled graphs in the following way. A ranked alphabet is an alphabet Z together with 
a mapping rank: ,Z --+ N. By m(Z) we denote the set {i E N 1 1 <i < m}, where 
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m = max{rank(o) ( o E Z}. An ordered tree over Z is a graph t E GR( C, m(Z)), 
defined in the usual way, where we use the arc labels to indicate the Order of the 
direct descendants of a vertex of t. To be precise, (1) there is a vertex r of t (its 
root) such that there is a unique directed path fiom Y to any other vertex of t, and (2) 
every vertex of t labeled cr has exactly IZ outgoing arcs, where n = rank(o), and each 
i, 1 <i <n, occurs as label of one of these arcs. 
Rather than working with the Prime tree family (or shape) of the 2-structure as 
“Parse tree”, it is technically more convenient to work with arbitrary construction trees 
of 2-structures (cf. Section 3.3). 
Let A be an alphabet. A construction tree over A is an ordered tree over the ranked 
alphabet {$hc 1 b,c E A} U {*}, w h ere rank(@b,) = 2 and rank(*) = 0. 
Obviously (cf. Section 3.3), a construction tree tan be viewed as an expression 
denoting a 2-structure str(t), where a Symbol * is used to denote a singleton 2-structure, 
and the Symbol @bc denotes the Operation @bC defined in Section 2.4. Thus, construction 
trees denote precisely the uniformly nonprimitive 2-structures. As discussed in Section 
2.3, and as is well known from the cotrees of cographs [12] (and also from the shapes 
of 2-structures, [21, Lemma 6.16]), the 2-structure str(t) tan be obtained from the 
construction tree t in a direct, nonrecursive, way as follows. 
Lemma 4.10. Let t be a construction tree over A. Then str(t) is (isomorphic to) the 
2-structure g : E2(D) -f A, where D is the set of leaves oft, and, for leaves x, y oj 
t such that x is to the left of y, if the least common ancestor of x and y in t has 
Zabel @hc then g(x, y) = b and g(y,x) = c. 
If g = str(t), then the condition that g(x,y) = a in g, tan be expressed as an 
MS0 definable property of t (and its leaves x and y). More precisely, there exists an 
MS0 formula CL, with two free vertex variables such that t k pn(x,y) if and only if 
g k arc,(x, y). The formula pa is of the form ~(1~ V ~2~; 
pl0 = left(x, y) A Vz : lca(z,x, y) -f orta(z), 
where orla(z) is the disjunction of all labeab for b E A, and, similarly, 
pza = left(y,x) A Vz : lca(z,x, y) -+ orZa(z), 
where orzo(z) is the disjunction of all lababO(z) for b E A. The MS0 formulas left(x, y) 
and lca(z,x, y) express that leaf x is to the left of leaf y, and that z is the least common 
ancestor of x and y; it is well known that such formulas exist. 
From this it follows that any MS0 definable property p of 2-structures tan be 
translated into an MS0 definable property p’ of construction trees. 
Lemma 4.11. For every MS0 dejinable property p of 2-structures over A there is 
an MS0 dejinable property p’ of construction trees over A such that, for every 
construction tree t, str(t) has property p if and only if t has property p’. 
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Proof. Let p be an MS0 formula defining p. We may assume that it does not contain 
atomic formtdas of the form lab,(u), because 2-structures have a unique vertex label. 
Construct the MS0 formula $ as follows. Replace every atomic formula arc&, y) 
by the formula ,u&,Y) discussed above. Replace every subformula 3~ : A by 3~: 
lab,(u)A& and every subformula 3U : A by 3U : (Vu : u E U -t lab,(u))AA, and simi- 
larly for VU and VU. It should be clear that the formula p’ defines a property p’ of 
construction trees that satisfies the requirements: t k $ if and only if str(t) b p. Note 
that the quantifications are restricted to the leaves of t. 0 
The above lemma is a special case of a more general phenomenon. We have in fact 
shown that the mapping str from construction trees to 2-structures is MS0 definable in 
the sense of [15, 161 or [24]. Lemma 4.11 holds for all such MS0 definable mappings. 
The result of [ 17,541 says that the MS0 definable properties of ordered trees are the 
same as the regular tree languages, i.e., the sets of trees accepted by finite tree automata 
(See, e.g., [28]). These together give the following Statement. 
Theorem 4.12. For every MS0 dejinable property p of 2-structures over A there is 
a finite tree automaton B such that, for every construction tree t over A, str(t) has 
property p if and only if t is accepted by B. 0 
Let A be any deterministic algorithm that constructs the shape of a uniformly non- 
primitive 2-structure in polynomial time (cf. the beginning of this section). Let p be an 
MS0 definable proper@ of 2-structures, and let B be the corresponding deterministic 
bottom-up finite tree automaton. To verify whether a given uniformly nonprimitive 
2-structure g has property p, one first executes algorithm A to construct the shape 
of g. It is easy to transform the shape of g into a construction tree t for g, by replacing 
each node of the shape by a sequence of binary nodes, in the usual way (cf. Sect- 
ion 3.3). Then one Checks whether t is accepted by B. All this takes only polynomial 
time. 
We now turn to parallel algorithms. In the proof of Lemma 4.7 we have seen that an 
altemating log-space Turing machine M (with polynomial tree-size) tan ‘construct’ the 
Prime tree family (or shape) of a uniformly nonprimitive 2-structure g, in a topdown 
fashion. It is not difficult to see that it tan in fact ‘construct’ a construction tree t for 
g; this involves enumerating the maximal Prime subclans in their linear Order in the 
case when the quotient 2-structure is linear. 
Let p be an MS0 definable property of 2-structures, and let B be the correspond- 
ing nondetemnnistic top-down finite tree automaton (see [28]). Obviously, M tan be 
extended so as to keep track of the state of B and check whether B accepts t. In this 
way M tan verify that g has property p. This Shows the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.13. Let p be an MS0 de$nable property of 2-structures. There is a 
LOGCF algorithm to decide whether a uniformly nonprimitive 2-structure has prop- 
erty p. 
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Note that, in fact, the algorithm decides for every 2-structure g whether g is uniformly 
nonprimitive and has property p. 
Examples of (NP-complete) MS0 definable properties are (see [26]): domatic num- 
ber for fixed k > 3 GT3, graph k-colorability for fixed k 2 3 GT4, partition into cliques 
for fixed k 23 GT15, and kerne1 GT57. 
In [3] the notion of an MS0 definable property of graphs is generalized to the 
notion of an Extended MS0 (EMSO, in short) definable property, in Order to be 
able to deal with graph Problems that also involve integers. Here, as in [37], we 
restritt ourselves to graphs without vertex or arc weights. Moreover, we do not allow 
quantification over arcs. With these restrictions, we show that all EMS0 properties 
are in LOGCF for uniformly nonprimitive 2-structures. The next result holds for MS0 
formulas p( Ul, . . . , U,,,) with arbitrarily many free vertex-set variables and for binary 
relations R(xi, . . . ,x,, yi, . . . , y,) with arbitrarily many integer variables yi. However, to 
simplify the presentation of the proof, we restritt ourselves to the case that m = n = 1; 
the extension to the general case is straightforward. 
Theorem 4.14. Let u(U) be an MS0 formula with one free (vertex-set) variable 
and let R(x, y) be a binary relation on integers that is decidable in linear space. 
There is a LOGCF algorithm that decides, for a untformly nonprimitive 2-structure 
g : Ez(D) + A and an integer k < (Dj, whether there exists X c D such that g + u(X) 
and R( 1x1, k). 
Proof. We first define an “extended construction tree” as a construction tree, with 
leaves labeled by 0 or 1 (rather than by *). An extended construction tree t represents 
a 2-structure str(t) : Ez(D) -f A as before (treating both 0 and 1 as *), additionally 
including a subset X, of D, such that X, = {x E D ) x has label 1 in t} (recall from 
Lemma 4.10 that D is the set of leaves of t). 
Construct the closed MS0 formula p’ as in the proof of Lemma 4.11 (with labs(u)v 
labt (u) instead of lab,(u)) with the additional replacement of every atomic formula 
u E U (where U is the unique free variable of p ) by labi(u). It should be clear that, 
for every extended construction tree t, t b p’ if and only if str(t) k PL(&). For the 
formula p’ we tan construct a topdown finite tree automaton B (as in Theorem 4.12) 
such that t is accepted by B if and only if t + p’. 
From all this we conclude that, for a 2-structure g : E*(D) + A and an integer 
k 6 JD(, there exists X CD such that g b p(X) and R( 1x1, k) if and only if there exists 
an extended construction tree t such that: str(t) = g, t is accepted by topdown finite 
tree automaton B, and R(IX,I, k). To decide this property we use a slight Variation 
of the altemating log-space Turing machine M in the proof of Lemma 4.7. M Starts 
by guessing a number mg < ID1 (with the intention that mo = IX,l) and verifies that 
R(mo, k). This tan be done in logarithmic space because the lengths of mo and k are 
logarithmic in the size of g, and R tan be decided in linear space. Then it4 constructs an 
extended construction tree t for g, as in the proof of Lemma 4.7, except that it guesses 
the labels of the leaves. To be more precise, when M considers a Prime Clan P(x,y), 
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it also stores an integer m, with the intention that m = ]P(x, y) fl X,]. Thus, initially 
m = mo, and when M branches universally into n subprocesses (one for each maximal 
Prime subclan of P(x, y)), it guesses integers mi, . . . , m, such that rni +. . . + m, = m, 
and Passes mi to the ith subprocess. When M arrives at a leaf of t with integer m, it 
verifies that m E (0, 1) and labels the leaf by m. This guarantees that ]X,( = mo and 
that R( ]X,l,k). Of course, as in the proof of Theorem 4.13, M simultaneously simulates 
the tree automaton B and verifies that t is accepted by B. 0 
In the following examples of NP-complete EMS0 Problems the binary relation 
R(x, y) is x < y or x 2 y, i.e., the Problem asks whether g has a set of vertices of 
cardinality at most k (at least k) for which the MS0 formula p holds. The exam- 
ples are (see [26]): vertex cover GTl, dominating set GT2, feedback vertex set GT7, 
Clique GT19, independent set GT20, induced subgraph and induced connected subgraph 
(for an MS0 definable property) GT21122, and balanced complete bipartite subgraph 
GT24. In the last example ,U has two free variables Ul and Uz, and, for the relation 
R, R(x~,xz, y) if and only if XI = y and xz = y. 
We will now discuss how Theorems 4.13 and 4.14 tan be generalized to 2-structures 
in Pt-im(F), for some fixed finite set F (cf. the discussion in [44]). Any primitive 2- 
structure f : &(D) + A, together with a linear Order on its domain D = {dl, . . . , d,}, 
tan be viewed as an n-at-y Operation @,- on 2-structures, defined as follows: if 91,. . . , gn 
are 2-structures with Si : Ez(Di) --t A, then @f(gi,. . . , gn) = g’ : Ez(D’) + A, where D’ 
is the disjoint Union of D1, . . . , D, and, for x, y E D’, if x, y E dom(gi) then g’(x, y) = 
gi(x, y), and if x E dom(gi) and y E dom(gj) (with i # j), then g’(x, y) = g(di,dj). 
The following fact links these new operations to shapes. Let g be a 2-structure, B = 
{XI,..., &} a partition of g into Clans, and denote f = g/.B. Then g is isomorphic to 
@f(sub,(& ), . . . > sub,(&)). This fact allows us to Change the shape of a 2-structure 
from Prim(F) into a (generalized) construction tree by changing any primitive label 
f E F of an internal node into label @f (and changing the linear and complete nodes 
into sequences of binary nodes, as already indicated in Section 3.3). 
Lemma 4.10 tan be generalized in an obvious way: if the least common ancestor 
z of leaves x and y has label @f with f : .&({dl, . . . , dn}) -+ A, and x (respectively 
y) is a descendant of the ith ($h) direct descendant of z, then g(x, y) = f (di,di) 
and g(y,x) = f(di,di). Since this tan again be expressed in MS0 logic, it is easy 
to prove the analogue of Lemma 4.11. Thus, all our arguments tan be generalized. 
Note in particular that the new construction trees still have a finite label alphabet; this 
guarantees finiteness of the tree automaton. This Shows that Theorems 4.13 and 4.14 
also hold for 2-structures in Prim(F), for any finite set F. 
Combining the techniques of this section with those of Lautemann it tan be shown 
that Theorems 4.13 and 4.14 also hold for 2-structures in Prim(TW(k)) for fixed k 2 1 
(cf. Theorem 4.9). In fact, construction trees for 2-structures in Prim(TW(k)) tan 
be built in a straightforward way by interleaving the construction trees for uniformly 
nonprimitive 2-structures with the decomposition trees for 2-structures in TW(k) as 
defined in [46] or [35,37]. 
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